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ITEM 8.01 OTHER EVENTS.
On April 20, 2007, Nelnet, Inc. (the "Company") issued a press release announcing that the Company had agreed with the Nebraska Attorney
General to voluntarily adopt a Nelnet Student Loan Code of Conduct, post a copy of a review of the Company's business practices on its web
site, and commit $1 million to help educate students and families on how to plan and pay for their education. Copies of the press release, the
letter agreement with the Nebraska Attorney General, and the review to be posted on the Company's web site are attached to this report as
Exhibits 99.1, 99.2, and 99.3, respectively.
Information contained in this report, other than historical information, may be considered forward looking in nature and is subject to various
risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove
incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those anticipated, estimated, or expected. Among the key factors that may have a direct
bearing on the Company's operating results, performance, or financial condition expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements are the
uncertain nature of the future impact of the Code of Conduct, any future developments with respect to the regulatory framework, changes in
terms of student loans and the educational credit marketplace, changes in the demand for educational financing or in financing preferences of
educational institutions, students and their families, or changes in the general interest rate environment and in the securitization markets for
education loans.
ITEM 9.01 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND EXHIBITS.
(d) Exhibits. The following exhibits are filed as part of this report:
Exhibit No.
------------99.1

Description
-------------------------------------------------------Press release of Nelnet, Inc. dated April 20, 2007 "Nelnet Agrees With Nebraska Attorney General to
Voluntarily Adopt Student Loan Code of Conduct; Makes
Commitment to Help Families Plan and Pay for Their
Education".

99.2

Letter Agreement dated April 20, 2007 with the Nebraska
Attorney General.

99.3

Items Under Review and Consideration from review of
Nelnet, Inc. business practices.

SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
NELNET, INC.
Date:

April 24, 2007

By:

/s/ TERRY J. HEIMES
-----------------------------------Terry J. Heimes
Chief Financial Officer
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Exhibit 99.1
Media Contact: Ben Kiser, 402.458.3024
Investor Contact: Cheryl Watson, Investors, 317.469.2064
For immediate release
Nelnet Agrees With Nebraska Attorney General to Voluntarily Adopt Student Loan Code of Conduct; Makes Commitment to Help Families
Plan and Pay for Their Education
LINCOLN, Neb. April 20, 2007 - Nelnet (NYSE: NNI), a leading education planning and financing company, today announced it will assume
a leadership role in a movement towards greater transparency and choice for students seeking to borrow money for their college education.
Through a voluntary letter of agreement with Nebraska Attorney General Jon Bruning, Nelnet pledges to adopt the Nelnet Student Loan Code
of Conduct, post a copy of a review of the company's business practices on its Web site, and commit $1 million to help educate students and
families on how to plan and pay for their education.
"We appreciate the attention Attorney General Bruning and others are focusing on education lending practices and, importantly, on efforts to
ensure transparency in the relationships between lenders and institutions of higher education," said Mike Dunlap, Nelnet Chairman and CoChief Executive Officer. "For nearly 30 years, Nelnet has established itself as a leader for making available the best terms, benefits and services
for students and families. We have accomplished this with the highest ethical standards. To this end, we firmly believe in the integrity of our
existing business practices and our relationships with the colleges and universities.
"Our goal, however, is to set a new standard for transparency and full disclosure to demonstrate our commitment to families. Adopting a
voluntary Code of Conduct, making publicly available a review of our business practices, and committing to help educate families on financial
aid literacy is a positive step toward ensuring families can make informed financial aid decisions."
The Code of Conduct makes the following promises to students and families seeking financial aid to pay for their education:
I. PROHIBITION OF CERTAIN REMUNERATION TO INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION / REVENUE SHARING
PROHIBITION Nelnet shall not provide anything of value to an institution of higher education in exchange for any advantage or consideration
related to our student loan activity with respect to the financial aid office, including but not limited to placement on any institution preferred
FFELP loan lender list.
II. PROHIBITION OF CERTAIN REMUNERATION TO HIGHER EDUCATION EMPLOYEES / GIFT AND TRIP PROHIBITION Nelnet
shall not provide anything of more than nominal value ($10, or such other amount as may be provided by Federal law) to any officer, trustee,
director, employee or agent of an institution of higher education who is involved in the student lending process in such institution's financial aid
office.

III. LIMITATIONS ON LENDER ADVISORY BOARDS / ADVISORY BOARD COMPENSATION RULES Nelnet shall not provide
anything of value, including reimbursement of expenses, to any officer, trustee, director, employee or agent of an institution of higher
education involved in the student lending process in such institution's financial aid office.
IV. LIMITATIONS ON STAFFING OF FINANCIAL AID OFFICES Nelnet will not provide, without proper disclosure and transparency,
staff for an institution of higher education's financial aid offices at any time where that employee has contact with students other than general
debt counseling.
V. PROHIBITION ON USE OF OPPORTUNITY LOANS Nelnet shall not arrange with an institution of higher education to provide any
private loans to borrowers who would otherwise not satisfy Nelnet's credit criteria (so-called "Opportunity Loans") in exchange for other
specified loan volume from the institution of higher education or placement on the institution's preferred FFELP loan lender list.
VI. MAINTENANCE OF BORROWER BENEFITS Nelnet shall take all commercially reasonable steps to ensure that all benefits originally
available on a loan remain in force (or offer other benefits substantially identical or better during the repayment phase of the loan) if that loan is
transferred or the servicer is changed as long as the original loan is outstanding.
VII. FULL DISCLOSURE OF SALES OF LOANS TO ANOTHER LENDER Nelnet will disclose to borrowers any agreement between
Nelnet and any unaffiliated entity to sell loans if the sale results in Nelnet no longer servicing such loan.
VIII. DISCLOSURE AT THE REQUEST OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION Upon the request of any institution of higher
education, Nelnet shall disclose information concerning the historic default rates of borrowers from said institution, and the rates of interest
charged to borrowers from the institution.
IX. PRIVATE EDUCATION LOANS If a borrower comes through Nelnet's direct-to-consumer channel and Nelnet has a relationship with the
school the borrower is attending, Nelnet will offer the borrower the lower of the rate available directly from Nelnet or the rate available if the
borrower had gone through the financial aid office to receive their private loan.
X. PREFERRED LENDER LISTS In connection with recently proposed legislation, Nelnet wants to address choice and competition within the
education finance process. Nelnet believes competition and choice on lender lists are critical at both FFELP and Direct Lending schools, and
Nelnet supports the proposed requirement of having a minimum of three lenders on each preferred FFELP loan lender list, with at least two
being unaffiliated lenders.

Nelnet will adopt the Code of Conduct nationally and will have completed the necessary modifications to its business practices to align with
the Code of Conduct by August 15, 2007.
The company also agreed to commit $1 million for a national campaign to educate and inform families on education finance. Nelnet will work
together with the Nebraska Attorney General to direct the funds to help educate students and families on how to plan and pay for their
education.
"Through our support we can assist students and families in reaching their education goals and promote transparency in financial aid practices,"
added Dunlap.
Nelnet recently conducted a review of the company's historical business practices and has posted a copy of the findings to the company's Web
site (www.nelnet.net) for the public to review.
###
For 28 years, Nelnet has been helping the education-seeking family plan for their education, pay for their education, and prepare for their
careers. The company has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in products, services, and technology improvements for students and the
educational institutions they attend. These services include live counseling to help families through all aspects of the financial aid process,
benefits for borrowers, including tens of millions of dollars in fee reductions, and Nelnet sponsored scholarships. Nelnet serves students in 50
states, employs approximately 4,000 associates, and has $23.8 billion in net student loan assets.
Additional information is available at www.nelnet.net.
Information contained or incorporated in this press release, other than historical information, may be considered forward looking in nature and
is subject to various risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying
assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those anticipated, estimated, or expected. Among the key factors that may
have a direct bearing on the Company's operating results, performance, or financial condition expressed or implied by the forward-looking
statements are the uncertain nature of the future impact of the agreement, any future developments with respect to the regulatory framework,
changes in terms of student loans and the educational credit marketplace, changes in the demand for educational financing or in financing
preferences of educational institutions, students and their families, or changes in the general interest rate environment and in the securitization
markets for education loans.

Exhibit 99.2
April 20, 2007
The Honorable Jon Bruning
Nebraska Attorney General
2115 State Capitol
Lincoln, NE 68509
Dear Attorney General Bruning:
Nelnet is one of the nation's leading education planning and education financing companies. For nearly 30 years, our vision has been making
education dreams come true for students and families. In addition to helping education-seeking families plan for and pay for their education, it
has been, and will continue to be, our privilege to work with the dedicated financial aid professionals who are driven by a mission similar to
ours. Together, we help students and families through the complex process of financing a postsecondary education. As stewards of that process,
we understand the importance of maintaining the highest ethical standards and transparency for our customers, business partners, and
government.
Institutions of higher education and their financial aid offices have earned America's trust over several decades by providing dependable
guidance and exceptional service to a diverse population of students and families. In a similar fashion, Nelnet has been built on a foundation of
transparency and disclosure. Like you, we also support lender choice and meaningful access for students and parents. An increased emphasis
on disclosure, transparency, access, and choice can only strengthen the bond of trust that is central to the relationship among education-seeking
families, educational institutions and the companies that meet their needs.
As of the date of this letter, Nelnet has received formal requests for information from the Attorneys General of Missouri and New York, as well
as from the Chair of the United States Senate's Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions ("the Inquiries"). The Inquiries have
focused attention on relationships between lenders and institutions of higher education. Importantly, Nelnet has been cooperating and will
continue to cooperate fully with the Inquiries.
Nelnet has been a leader in promoting best practices in the student loan industry, and as the Inquiries above have proceeded, we have searched
for ways in which to act constructively and on a national - as opposed to individual state - level. At the same time, the Nebraska Attorney
General has been searching for ways to help promote such best practices especially within Nebraska and also on a national level. From the time
that we first approached your office nearly two months ago and through the ensuing dialogue and discussions since that initial meeting, both
parties have been jointly considering an agreement that would increase transparency in the education financing process, but not subject student
lenders to a myriad of duplicative state and national investigations. The following pledge by Nelnet is intended to accomplish the goals of each
of Nelnet and the Nebraska Attorney General of establishing a national code of conduct, making funds available to educate and inform students
on financial aid literacy, and to spare the student lender from multiple, duplicative, and expensive discovery proceedings.

We firmly believe in the integrity of our existing business practices, and we will have as our goal to set the industry standard for transparency
and full disclosure. To accomplish this goal and to ensure families have the highest levels of confidence and trust in the delivery of student
loans, Nelnet pledges to increase transparency in its business practices and eliminate the perception of a conflict of interest by:
1. Adopting the attached voluntary Student Loan Code of Conduct to address the concerns raised by the Inquiries, and making its business
practices consistent with such Student Loan Code of Conduct no later than August 15, 2007,
2. Posting a copy of the attached review of Nelnet's historical business practices on our Web site, some of which have been the focus of the
Inquiries, and
3. Committing $1 million to be used as part of a national campaign to educate students and families on how to plan and pay for their education.
Both Nelnet and the Nebraska Attorney General are dedicated to achieving the highest standards and transparency in student lending practices.
We hope that the Student Loan Code of Conduct and the designation of funds to be used nationally will serve as a model for the entire
education finance industry.
If you are in agreement with the terms set forth above and wish to accept Nelnet's pledge as contained in this letter, please sign in the space
provided below.
Sincerely,
/s/ MIKE DUNLAP
Mike Dunlap
Chairman and Co-Chief Executive Officer

Enclosures: Student Loan Code of Conduct Items Under Review and Consideration
ACCEPTED and agreed to as of April ____, 2007:

Jon Bruning, Attorney General for the State of Nebraska

Exhibit 99.3
ITEMS UNDER REVIEW AND CONSIDERATION
Nelnet, Inc. ("Nelnet") is one of the leading education planning and education finance companies in the United States and is focused on
providing student loans and other products and services to education-seeking families and schools nationwide. Nelnet has relationships with
more than 2,300 colleges and universities and their dedicated financial aid offices. Nelnet has worked closely with each of these schools to try
to provide their students with the best available products and services, including highly competitive student loan terms and benefits and the
highest quality servicing. In achieving these goals, Nelnet has been a leader in ethical lending practices and integrity in the industry.
In response to recent questions about and concerns over certain practices in the higher education finance industry, Nelnet has conducted a
review of its own practices. The items reviewed are set forth below. Some of the matters below raise issues with respect to evolving best
practices in the education finance industry. Making these items public is intended to promote the greatest level of transparency with respect to
Nelnet's practices. Nelnet believes that all of the matters set forth below are resolved in the Nelnet Student Loan Code of Conduct (the "Code
of Conduct") that Nelnet has adopted in its efforts to achieve the highest standards of integrity in its educational lending practices.
FINDINGS
1. Nelnet and a related foundation make scholarship donations to students and to various educational institutions, both those with which Nelnet
has relationships and those with which it does not, as well as to foundations related to educational institutions. Nelnet has concluded that this
activity is not prohibited. (See Section I of the Code of Conduct.)
2. Nelnet's logo appears on the websites of several colleges and universities where Nelnet is a recommended lender. Nelnet has concluded that
this activity is not prohibited. (See Section I of the Code of Conduct.)
3. Nelnet's officers have made charitable donations to educational institutions, including those that they previously attended as students. Such
donations were not made for the purpose of obtaining placement of Nelnet on a preferred lender list or for FFELP loan volume. Nelnet has
concluded that this activity is not prohibited. (See Section I of the Code of Conduct.)
4. Nelnet has not entered into referral fee arrangements with any educational institution relating to federally guaranteed undergraduate or
graduate loans. With one minor exception, Nelnet has not entered into referral fee arrangements with any educational institution relating to
Nelnet private loans - loans as to which Nelnet has minimal market share nationwide. In 2006, one educational institution selected Nelnet
through a competitive bidding process as one of its recommended providers of education loans, including private loans, to its students and their
families. Nelnet entered into a private loan referral agreement with that institution, which provided that Nelnet would pay the school a referral
fee of fifty (50) basis points (0.50%) on the fully disbursed amount of any funded private loan. The total amount of referral fees paid to the
school was $4,820.09 that went into a scholarship fund. The agreement with the school has been terminated, and Nelnet has not entered into
such an agreement with any other educational institution. Nelnet believes that, at all times, the school and its students have received, and
continue to receive, the best combination of terms, benefits and services available in the market. Nelnet will not engage in this type of
arrangement in the future. (See
Section I of the Code of Conduct.)
5. Nelnet has provided to financial aid offices of educational institutions certain free products and services such as Nelnet's proprietary student
loan origination and processing software systems and printing of lender lists and similar materials. Nelnet intends to continue to provide such
products and services for the reason that they have been historically recognized as permissible, as they are similar in nature to origination
systems and publications authorized under the Federal Direct Loan Program. (See Section I of the Code of Conduct.)
6. Nelnet offers several non-student loan products and services to educational institutions and their students. These products include, among
other things: (i) an online student employment job posting and hiring program; (ii) an online student search and match program that can be used
as a database of scholarships and as a tool to search, match, and review scholarships; (iii) a web-based software program that manages the
collection, approval and processing of student time sheets for work-study students; (iv) an actively managed tuition payment plan that provides
online payment processing and real-time account information to students and their families; and (v) recruiting and admission services. Nelnet
sells these products to educational institutions for the benefit of their students. Like other industries, when multiple products are bundled, they
may be offered to the educational institution at a discount. These products are not directly related to student loans, but rather are offered to
schools to assist them in gaining efficiencies in a variety of campus offices. As such, Nelnet will continue to offer and provide non-student loan
products and services to educational institutions and their students. Nelnet has concluded that these non-student loan activities are not
prohibited for the reason that they are not done in exchange for any advantage related to Nelnet's student loan activity with respect to a school's
financial aid office. (See Section I of the Code of Conduct.)
7. Over the past several years, in order to assist in Nelnet's generalized marketing activity undertaken for its consolidation loan products, Nelnet
has entered into affinity agreements and license agreements (like many financial services firms) with various organizations including
approximately one hundred twenty (120) college and university alumni associations. Under these agreements, alumni associations grant Nelnet
licenses to use certain intellectual property, including (i) member lists in order to market Nelnet's consolidation loan products to the
association's members, and (ii) the alumni association's logo for use in Nelnet's marketing correspondence. The correspondence describes
Nelnet's consolidation products and asks the borrower to direct any inquiries to Nelnet. In consideration of these rights, Nelnet typically pays
the alumni association an annual fee, as well as, in some cases, a fixed fee for each loan consolidation application ready for guarantee that is

received by Nelnet from a borrower on a member list. Nelnet markets its consolidation product only to borrowers who become eligible for
consolidation loans only after they have separated from school under the Higher Education Act, as identified on the association's member list. It
is Nelnet's understanding that these alumni associations have no role in the selection of lenders for placement on any school's preferred lender
list. The alumni associations are not involved in contacting prospective applicants or handling applications in any way. Similar to direct
marketing arrangements between alumni associations and, for example, insurance companies, car rental agencies and hotels, in these
agreements the alumni associations receive a fee in exchange for providing access to their member lists. In addition, Nelnet enters into similar
arrangements with entities other than alumni associations.
For all of these reasons, Nelnet has concluded that these affinity and license agreements do not constitute prohibited remuneration and are
permitted under federal law; however, to eliminate any potentially perceived conflict of interest, Nelnet will disclose to the individuals
consolidating their loans any monetary arrangement that goes to the alumni association. In addition, Nelnet intends to work with alumni
associations to eliminate any fixed fee that Nelnet pays for each consolidation loan application. (See Section I of the Code of Conduct.)
8. As part of its standard business relationship with educational institutions, Nelnet provides items of nominal value to school employees.
These items include, among other things, Nelnet-branded pens, holiday gift baskets, lunches, dinners, and tickets to entertainment events. On
one occasion, Nelnet purchased coach-class airline tickets from upstate New York to New York City for two financial aid officers employed by
an educational institution with which Nelnet already had a relationship, in connection with attendance at a theater event. In conjunction with
the adoption of the Code of Conduct, Nelnet will modify its internal policy such that Nelnet shall not provide anything of more than nominal
value (i.e. $10) to any officer, trustee, director, employee or agent who is involved with the decisions relating to student lending in the financial
aid office of any institution of higher education. It is not intended that this provision would preclude an officer, trustee, director, employee or
agent of any institution of higher education, or any family member thereof, from receiving a loan from Nelnet in the ordinary course of Nelnet's
business. The Code of Conduct is not intended to prohibit any officer, trustee, director, employee or agent of an institution of higher education,
who has no involvement in the affairs of the institution's financial aid office relating to student lending, from receiving remuneration for
services rendered to Nelnet. (See
Section II of the Code of Conduct.)
9. Employees of educational institutions that are considering the use of Nelnet products and services may wish to tour Nelnet's service centers,
observe its college planning call center and its loan-processing facilities, and/or meet with its senior management staff, as part of their due
diligence process. Under those circumstances, Nelnet has previously reimbursed the employees for travel to one of Nelnet's service centers or
offices, which are located in Denver, Indianapolis, Jacksonville, Lincoln, and Washington, D.C. Nelnet intends to stop making such
reimbursements. (See Section II of the Code of Conduct.)
10. Nelnet has convened advisory boards made up of representatives from financial aid offices. These boards provide a valuable forum for the
exchange of views on education financing, delivery of services and improvement of product offerings, ultimately for the benefit of educational
institutions and their students. Nelnet provided modest reimbursement of expenses for advisory board members. In one instance, Nelnet paid a
speaking fee to a presenter (a university's chancellor) at one advisory board meeting. Nelnet intends to end such payments. (See Section III of
the Code of Conduct.)
11. Nelnet provides entrance and exit counseling services, modest staffing assistance at times of peak business for financial aid offices, and
minor installation and maintenance service assistance to educational institutions purchasing Nelnet products. In one instance, Nelnet retained
an independent contractor to assist the financial aid office of an educational institution in connection with technology projects related to the
implementation and integration of Nelnet products and services and other systems in that office. Nelnet will continue to provide staffing
assistance (such as debt counseling) where proper disclosure is given and where such assistance is otherwise in accordance with the Code of
Conduct. (See Section IV of the Code of Conduct.)
12. Nelnet currently provides a customized telephone and email answering service on behalf of the financial aid office of seven (7) educational
institutions, in which Nelnet service center employees respond to the same type of financial aid inquiries the financial aid office's staff would
otherwise receive. Nelnet understands that this customized telephone and email answering service is highly valued by those institutions that
participate, allowing them to assign scarce school personnel to other tasks. With the exception of one institution, where Nelnet first tested the
pilot program for this service and in return has provided the service at no cost, schools that utilize this service are charged on a per-call basis.
Nelnet call center employees do not disclose their employer to those who utilize this service. As a matter of policy, Nelnet call center
employees are permitted to, and do, offer solutions for education financing needs, including student loans. With respect to Nelnet's call center
services, in the future Nelnet employees will disclose to all callers that they are Nelnet employees when they answer the phone. If any of the
borrowers or potential borrowers ask questions about loans, Nelnet's employee will transfer the call back to the school's financial aid office to
answer the question to avoid any conflict of interest.
Nelnet's adoption of the Code of Conduct shall not prevent Nelnet from promoting or marketing its products or services to borrowers or
potential borrowers and/or providing education and information to students on the options, obligations and issues related to financing their
education, provided that Nelnet does so in its own name or by furnishing call center staff to institutions of higher education for compensation
paid to Nelnet by such institutions, provided the appropriate disclosure procedures are maintained.
(See Section IV of the Code of Conduct.)
13. Nelnet provides additional private loan borrowing opportunities to students at approved schools. These loans have historically been offered
to undergraduate, graduate, and medical and health care students who do not otherwise meet the lending requirements of the Nelnet Academic
Private Loan programs. By applying less stringent credit requirements, Nelnet provided a necessary financing opportunity to students who

might not otherwise be able to afford their education, and it did so without disadvantaging anyone. Over the past three (3) years, these loans
have been made available at thirteen institutions of higher education. In very limited circumstances, Nelnet has, on occasion, responded to the
unique needs of an individual student who requires additional financial aid, and is unable to obtain such aid from other sources. There were
four educational institutions that students attended and received loans of this type. The decision to provide these loans to a school is based on
need, Nelnet's overall relationship with the school, and Nelnet's assessment of the school's risk profile with respect to potential loan defaults.
These loans represented a component of the scope and breadth of services that Nelnet makes available to educational institutions. Nelnet
intends to not make what have come to be known as "opportunity loans" in the industry. However, Nelnet also intends to continue its mission
to serve the full spectrum of education seeking families, including those who may be disadvantaged. (See Section V of the Code of Conduct.)
14. Nelnet is both a lender and a secondary market to other lenders. Not unlike most other loan industries, many student loan lenders prefer to
sell their loans in order to have capital available to make new loans to additional families seeking access to higher education. Nelnet is a party
to arrangements with other lenders to purchase loans from those lenders, and in very limited situations, to sell loans to other lenders. In general,
a condition of the agreement between Nelnet and the selling lender is that the student loans purchased by Nelnet will maintain the same
borrower benefits and servicing for the life of the loan. Likewise, in the limited situations where Nelnet sells loans to other lenders, these
conditions generally apply. (See Section VI of the Code of Conduct.)
15. In addition to private loans offered through colleges and universities, Nelnet offers private, direct-to-consumer loans to those borrowers
who apply directly to Nelnet for a private loan and meet Nelnet's credit requirements. If any of these borrowers is, or will be, attending an
educational institution that also offers Nelnet private loans to its students, Nelnet will offer its best interest rate available to a borrower
attending that institution under Nelnet's normal underwriting criteria, regardless of how the borrower was referred to Nelnet. (See Section IX of
the Code of Conduct.)
16. Out of a total of approximately 1400 preferred lender lists on which Nelnet appears, less than two dozen list Nelnet as the exclusive
preferred lender. Nelnet intends to promote competition and choice on lender lists at both FFELP Schools and Direct Lending Schools. (See
Section X of the Code of Conduct.)

